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Cross-Spectral Analysis of Midfrequency Acoustic Waves Reflected by the Seafloor
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Abstract—Direct path measurements of a single-bottom interacting path on a vertical array are used to probe the seabed structure. The phase of the cross-spectrum, commonly used in engineering acoustics, permits examination of the importance of sub-bottom paths. When the cross-spectral phase is linear with frequency it implies that source to receiver propagation is dominated by a single path. A linear cross-spectral phase would also satisfy the linear seabed reflection coefficient phase approximation sometimes employed in forward modeling and geoacoustic inversion approaches. Shallow water measurements of the cross-spectrum, however, evidence a strongly nonlinear phase, below about 1500 Hz at one site, and 600 Hz at another site, implying that: 1) the sub-bottom structure plays an important role (i.e., a seabed half-space approximation would be inappropriate); and 2) the linear reflection phase approximation would be violated at those frequencies.

Index Terms—Acoustic reflection, cross-spectrum, sediments, underwater acoustics.

I. INTRODUCTION

A COMMON assumption in long-range acoustic modeling and geoacoustic inversion is that the seabed can be treated as a half-space. While it is usually possible to fit seabed parameters to propagation data using the half-space approximation, the fits do not provide compelling evidence that the underlying assumption is correct (or equivalently that the estimated parameters represent true physical properties).

In this paper, we use cross-spectral analysis for a single-bottom interacting path in order to gain insight into the importance of seabed layering on long-range propagation. This is done using both measured and synthetic cross-spectra at low-grazing angles. High-grazing angles are also examined. When the phase of the cross-spectrum is linear, it indicates a single-path regime, i.e., seabed interaction is dominated by a single boundary. At first blush, a linear phase might suggest that a half-space approximation is correct, or equivalently that the single-path is the path reflecting off the water-sediment interface. However, this may or may not be the case. For example, when a soft sediment layer (i.e., sediment sound speed is less than that in seawater) overlies a harder sediment, a linear phase (single-path regime) could occur where the dominant path refracts through the upper soft layer and is reflected off the hard sediment. This could happen at both steep and low angles (slow sediments exhibit no critical angle). The phase could be linear in this case over particular frequency ranges, punctuated by nonlinear phase shifts at nearly regularly spaced frequencies (which may or may not be observable depending on the available bandwidth). Thus, we can conclude that when the phase is nonlinear, layering is important, and when the phase is linear, layering may or may not be important.

Estimates of the cross-spectral phase also permit examination of the assumption of a linear reflection phase that is used in forward modeling and inversion. Within the context of modal description of sound in shallow water area, it has been shown that only the low order modes corresponding to small grazing angles can propagate at long range [1] and these modes interact only with the surficial layers. These observations led to the concept of effective depth (see, e.g., [2] and references therein) which provided accurate predictions of sound field. More recently, P. Joseph [3] has developed a technique to predict shallow water propagation and to characterize the seafloor based on the same observation of a linear relation between the reflection phase and the vertical component of the acoustic wave number at the seabed. In this context, the measurement of the phase of cross-spectra could be useful because it gives information on the low frequency limit where this linearization of the reflection phase can be applied. If the linear reflection phase is a good assumption, the cross-spectral phase will be linear.

The starting point of the present paper is an experimental configuration used to establish a joint time-frequency inversion method [4], [5]: an omnidirectional broadband signal is emitted by a source near the surface and the reflected signal is recorded on a vertical array. The data obtained with this experimental configuration were also used recently to check a new geoacoustic inversion method based on image sources [6]. In a previous paper [7], we have shown that the cross-correlation of received signals between vertically separated hydrophones is very sensitive to the geoacoustic composition of the seafloor. The large band of the signal (roughly 100 Hz–6 kHz) leads to a large range of wavelengths: from 25 cm to 15 m. The interaction between an acoustic wave and a layered seafloor being greatly dependent on the wavelength, a study of the correlations
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The distances between the hydrophones of the vertical array are given in Table I.

The paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the at-sea data are described. Then, in Section III, the cross-spectrum is defined and its properties are described. We also present a numerical model based on the Sommerfeld integral that allows us to obtain synthetic data. In Section IV, the influence of noise on the cross-spectrum analysis is detailed. In Section V, the measurements and the simulations are compared. Finally, results are summarized and discussed in Section VI.

II. DESCRIPTION OF THE DATA

A. Experimental Data

The data were obtained during scattering and reverberation from the sea bottom (SCARAB) 97 campaign conducted by the NATO Undersea Research Center (NURC), La Spezia, Italy, in June 1997 in Capraia basin area in the northern Tyrrhenian Sea. Here, we focus on data from two sites at (10.1088° E, 43.08558° N), and (10.0250° E, 43.0145° N), denominated as Site 2 and Site 3, respectively.

The geometry of the experiment employs a fixed vertical array receiver and a towed broadband source (see Fig. 1). The receiver consisted of 16 Benthos AQ-4 hydrophones spaced irregularly over a 62 m aperture. The data were sampled at 24 kHz and low pass filtered at 8 kHz with a seven-pole six-zero elliptic (70 dB per octave roll off) antialias filter. A high-speed digital link within the array provided programmable signal conditioning, digitization, and serialization of the signals. Nonacoustic data (gains, filter settings, etc.) were interleaved in the serial stream and telemetered to the NATO research vessel (NRV) alliance.

The first hydrophone is 11.5 m above the seafloor in the two sites. The distances between hydrophones are given on Table I. The distance between the source and the receivers array is continuously changing. We have chosen to treat the signals at long and short range, these ranges being different for the two sites because the water depth is different: 150 m for Site 2 and 104 m for Site 3. These two ranges are chosen to have similar grazing angles in both cases (see Table II). Note that these angles are evaluated with the hypothesis of an isovelocity water column.

In this shallow water configuration, signals corresponding to multiple reflected paths are recorded at each hydrophone. Here we are only interested in the first bottom-reflected path which is composed of numerous reflections from the buried interfaces. The time series are windowed to process only this path. When the source–receiver range becomes too large, the various paths merge together. The long ranges indicated in Table II are the longest possible for multipath separation.

One major difference with previous studies [8], [9] is that we can not average results over multiple realizations for three reasons. First, since the source is towed, the geometry is different from one realization to another. Second, the source is not perfectly repeatable. Third, an elegant way to obtain geoacoustic inversion for range-dependent sea floors is to use a source and a horizontal array, these elements being towed by a vessel or an AUV [10], [11]. In this configuration, each ping is a unique realization of the acoustic field between the source and the receiver. Thus, the experimental results presented are the results of a single realization which has some important consequences discussed in Section IV.

### Table I

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hydrophone</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance from previous hydrophone</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Distance from first hydrophone</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>27.5</td>
<td>33.5</td>
<td>39.5</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>47</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table II

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sites</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Distance (m)</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>700</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_1$ (degrees)</td>
<td>66.2</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$\theta_{15}$ (degrees)</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>17.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The sound speed profiles obtained by geoacoustic inversion for Site 2 and 3 (from [5]). Vertical scales are different by a factor of ten.
B. Geoacoustic Parameters

The geoacoustic parameters at Site 2 and 3 were obtained by analysis and inversion of broad band reflection data using a joint time-frequency technique developed by Holland and Osler [4]. We think that the parameters used here (see Fig. 2) are reasonable estimates of the geoacoustic properties, supported by physical measurements on cores, even if there is no quantitative estimation of their uncertainty.

Site 2 is in 150 m water depth, with a flat and featureless seabed (from sidescan sonar data), bottom slopes are less than about 0.3 degree. The sound speed and density profiles are composed of a silty-clay fabric with intercalating sandy sediments (Fig. 2 left). This layering structure is believed to have been created by high-frequency glacioeustatic sea-level changes during the Pleistocene era.

Site 3 is located on the Elba Ridge in 104 m water depth, separated from Site 2 by the Elba submarine valley which acts as a sink for the fine-grained sediment deposited from mainland Italy (Cecina River). The Elba Ridge is of magmatic origins overlain by relatively coarse-grained sediments. Geoacoustic inversion of reflection data from this site [5] are shown in Fig. 2 right.

Besides the difference in sediment fabrics, the basement (from an acoustic point of view, i.e., related to penetration depth of sonar signals) is at subbottom depths greater than 150 m for Site 2 and at 15 m for Site 3.

C. Source Signal

The source was a marine seismic Uniboom which had desirable qualities of a short pulse length and broad bandwidth (100–6000 Hz). The directivity of the source is comparable to the beampattern from a piston, which we have approximated for the frequencies and angles here as omnidirectional. The source was mounted on a catamaran with a source depth of about 0.2 m and tow speed of 4 kn. The acoustic pulse length is less than a millisecond. Fig. 3 shows the time history and frequency spectrum of a single transmitted pulse signal received at one hydrophone. The source signal is obtained by windowing the receiver signal around the direct arrival. In this figure, the pulse appears a bit longer than 1 ms because of the surface reflected path (the positive peak at 2.5 ms). The oscillations that appear after are low amplitude source oscillations which are believed to have a negligible impact on our results.

The source spectrum (see Fig. 3) has a maximum being around 1.5 kHz. Its autospectrum reveals a dip in the frequency domain around 3.3 kHz. This local decrease of the signal energy has some consequences on the signal-to-noise ratio in this frequency regime which will be discussed later.

III. CROSS-SPECTRUM AND NUMERICAL MODEL

A. Definitions

The ordinary coherence function between two signals \(x(t)\) and \(y(t)\) is defined [12] in terms of the autospectra of each signal, \(G_{xx}\), and the cross-spectrum between them, \(G_{xy}\)

\[
\gamma_{xy}^2(f) = \frac{|G_{xy}(f)|^2}{G_{xx}(f)G_{yy}(f)}. \tag{1}
\]

In typical propagation path analysis, the coherence function is interpreted as representing the contribution of input \(x(t)\) to the output \(y(t)\) as a function of frequency. For a stationary random input signal, estimates of the autospectra and cross-spectra are obtained from multiple ensemble averages of the finite Fourier transform of time history records. In the case of our experiment, the signal is a single broadband impulsive (nonstationary) source and the available time record length is limited, precluding the use of a coherence function estimate based on ensemble averages. For a single record, however, information regarding the relationship between two signals can be obtained by direct evaluation of the cross spectral density.

As indicated in Fig. 1, we denote the signal recorded at the \(i^{th}\) hydrophone of the array by \(p_i(t)\) with corresponding Fourier transform \(P_i(f)\). Returning to propagation path analysis, let \(S(f, T)\) denote the Fourier transform of the transmitted source signal \(s(t)\) computed over the transmission interval \(0, T\), and \(P_i(f, T)\) denote the Fourier transform of the corresponding signal \(p_i(t, T + \tau)\) received at the \(i^{th}\) hydrophone after propagation path time delay \(\tau\). The single record cross-spectrum between the source and the received signal can then be written as

\[
G_{xi}(f) = \frac{2}{T} |S(f, T)P_i(f, T)| = |G_{x}(f)| e^{i\phi_{xi}(f)}. \tag{2}
\]

In the case of a single propagation path between source and receiver, the phase of the cross spectrum is related to the propagation path time delay by

\[
\phi_{xi}(f) = 2\pi f\tau - 2\pi f \frac{d}{c}. \tag{3}
\]
allowing a potentially frequency-dependent (dispersive) sound speed for the path to be computed from measurements of the phase of the cross-spectrum. For a single nondispersive path with positive SNR in the received signal, \( \phi_{si} \) will be a linear function of frequency. For multiple nondispersive paths, the phase function becomes more complicated, but is still distinguishable from the random oscillations indicative of loss of SNR.

The preceding analysis is based on the correlation between source and receiver signals. In our case, the source signal is not available, but the received signals from multiple hydrophones in the vertical array are. Considering the source and receiver experimental arrangement of Fig. 1 as a single input/multiple output system, the cross-spectrum between the received signals at any two hydrophones is given by [12]

\[
G_{ij}(f) = H^*_i(f)H_j(f)G_{sr}(f)
\]  
(4)

where \( H_i(f) \) represents the propagation path transfer function between the source and the \( i \)th receiver. This can be rewritten in complex magnitude-phase form as

\[
G_{ij}(f) = |H_i(f)||H_j(f)|G_{sr}(f)e^{-j(\phi_{si}-\phi_{sj})}.
\]  
(5)

The physical interpretation of complex component of (5) is similar to that of (2). For a single nondispersive set of paths \( H_i \), \( H_j \), the phase of the cross-spectrum represents the path-delay difference between the source and each hydrophone. Deviations in the measured cross-spectrum phase from a linear frequency dependence indicate contributions of multiple and/or dispersive paths to the signals received in each hydrophone.

B. Numerical Model

In order to test the validity of our approach, we have established a numerical model of the signals reflected by the seafloor. The acoustic field emitted by a point source and reflected by the seafloor is computed for each hydrophone at each frequency in the signal bandwidth [13]. This computation is based on a numerical evaluation of the Sommerfeld integral [14]

\[
p(r, z_s, f) = ik \int_{\Omega} J_0(kr \cos \theta)R(\theta, f) \\
\times e^{-jkr \sin \theta} e^{-j(\theta - \theta_0)} d\theta
\]  
(6)

where \( \theta \) is the grazing angle, \( z_s + z_j \) is the sum of the source and the hydrophone height above the seafloor, \( r \) is the distance between the source and the array, and \( R(\theta) \) is the plane wave reflection coefficient. This latter can be computed for a wide variety of structures [15], [16]: multilayer, fluid, solids, poroelastic, . . .

Then, the temporal signals for each hydrophone are obtained by an inverse Fourier transform

\[
p_i(r, z, t) = \text{IFFT} \{p(r, z, f) \times S(f)\}.
\]  
(7)
IV. NOISE

A. SNR Definition

The SNR plays a key role in the data analysis. Indeed, in the case of low SNR, the phase of the cross-spectra has an erratic behavior. Thus, it is necessary to define the SNR for our configuration and to compute it for each data set. But its definition is complicated by two difficulties: 1) to the authors knowledge, there is no standard definition for the SNR of analysis of cross-spectra; and 2) we only have one realization of the signals for each configuration which precludes the use of averaging. Consequently, we have defined an ad-hoc SNR adapted to our problem.

For the study of cross-spectrum between hydrophone 1 and hydrophone $i$, we first define the noise recorded by these transducers by taking a part of the time recordings outside the signals. Then, we compute the autospectrum of reflected signals ($G_{11}(f)$ and $G_{i1}(f)$) and of noises ($G_{11}(f)$ and $G_{ii}(f)$). Finally, the SNR is obtained with

$$SNR_{ii}(f) = \sqrt{ \frac{G_{11}(f)G_{i1}(f)}{G_{11}(f)G_{ii}(f)} }.$$ (8)

Practically, we use the SNR in decibels, i.e., $10 \log(SNR_{ii}(f))$.

B. SNR Analysis

The SNR computation is presented in Fig. 5 for the four configurations (the two sites and the two distances) for the cross-spectrum between hydrophone 1 and hydrophone 8, located in the middle of the array. The results are similar for the other hydrophones. To obtain these results, the signals were zero-padded to have the same number of points in the frequency domain for signals at long and short range, and to have enough points to correctly unwrap the phase. This zero-padding procedure is important, particularly for short range measurements. Two comments can be made from these figures.

First, the evolution of SNR with frequency is erratic. This is mainly because of the fact that each analysis (for a given site, a given distance, and a given hydrophone) is based on a single realization without averaging. To smooth these curves, we have...
fitted them with a 5-order polynomial (written $\text{SNR}$ in the following) and then we computed the RMS between the real curve and this fit ($\sigma_{\text{SNR}}$). In Fig. 5, the curves $\text{SNR}$, $\text{SNR} \pm \sigma_{\text{SNR}}$, and $\text{SNR} \pm 2\sigma_{\text{SNR}}$ are plotted over the experimental curves. These curves allow us to define an heuristic confidence interval for our data.

Second, there are some peaks that lie above or below the confidence interval for some frequencies. More precisely, there is a lowering of SNR around 3 kHz. This corresponds to the dip in the amplitude of the source spectrum (Fig. 3).

C. Definition of a Frequency Mask

The analysis of the phase of the cross-spectra being sensitive to the noise, we must define a threshold $T$ to accept or reject the signal. We have fixed this threshold at 6 dB which is a standard value for this type of analysis. But a strict threshold that
rejects all the points with SNR below the threshold value is not appropriate for the erratic nature of the data. Consequently, we have adapted the threshold to our problem. We will only keep the points that verify the following condition:

\[(\text{SNR} \geq T_1) \land (\text{SNR} \geq T_2) \land (\text{SNR} \geq \frac{SNR}{2}\sigma_{SNR}).\]  

From this definition of the threshold, we build a frequency mask which allows us to keep or reject the points.

**D. Noise Effects on Cross-Spectra**

Fig. 6 (left) presents argument and phase (wrapped and unwrapped) of cross-spectrum of signals received on hydrophones...
Fig. 9. Phases of cross-spectra for hydrophone 4 versus hydrophone 1 at short (black) and long (gray) range for Site 2 (left), and Site 3 (right). The solid curves are the experimental data and the dashed one are the $kd$ lines. The inset shows a zoom on low-frequency for phases at long range for Site 3.

1 and 2 at Site 2 and short range. The same data are presented on Fig. 6 (right) for hydrophone 8 at Site 2 and long range.

These figures show that the noise has a strong influence on argument and phase of the cross-spectra and that this influence varies with the sites and the distances. Two effects are particularly shown: 1) a local low SNR; and 2) a low SNR on a larger frequency band.

The first effect (local low SNR) yields a jump in the unwrapped phase. This effect is shown, for example, for Site 3 at long range (Fig. 6 right, bottom): the phase is linear with frequency, then an erratic behavior around 3 kHz, and then is again linear with frequency. This effect is suppressed when the phase is computed only on masked data, i.e., for frequencies where data satisfy (9).

The second effect (low SNR on a larger frequency band) leads to a random frequency dependence of the phase and thus, impossible to use. This effect is illustrated on Fig. 6 (left) which presents the results for Site 2 at short range for hydrophone 2. Above 3 kHz, the SNR is too low to give a correct estimation of the phase. On this example, we can also note two phases jump around 600 Hz and 1 kHz. Finally, the absence of points with sufficient SNR at low frequency leads to a shift of the phase. Consequently, the analysis should be based on relative phases and not on absolute phases.

V. COMPARISON OF MEASUREMENTS AND SIMULATIONS

A. General Observations

The comparisons between phases of cross-spectrum obtained from experimental data and synthetic data are presented on Figs. 7 and 8 for the two sites and the two distances. In each of these four cases, we only computed the cross-spectra of hydrophone 1 versus hydrophone $i$. Note that the phases scale is different from one figure to another. Note also that the data for Site 2 at 71 m go only up to 3.5 kHz when the other data sets all extend to 6 kHz. This is because of the poor SNR for this configuration above 3.5 kHz (Fig. 6 left).

From these comparisons, three general comments can be made:

- accepting some residual problems because of noise, the comparisons are reasonable;
- for the two sites, the phase becomes linear with frequency at long range;
- the frequency behavior of phase is more complex for Site 2 than for Site 3, which is consistent with the geoacoustic structure of these two sites.

B. Detailed Analysis

1) $kd$ Comparisons: When there is a single path regime between one source and multiple receivers in a nondispersive medium, the phase of the cross-spectrum is linear with frequency (3): $\phi_{ij}(f) = kd$, $d$ being the separation between hydrophones $i$ and $j$. This linear behavior is clearly seen on the previous figures and is shown with more details in Fig. 9 where the phases of the cross-spectra of hydrophone 4 versus hydrophone 1 are plotted for Sites 2 and 3 at short and long range. For Site 2, the phase is far from the $kd$ curve at short range but becomes very close to it at long range for frequencies higher than 1500 Hz. For Site 3, the phase is very close to the $kd$ curve at both short and long range, even for low frequency at short range. These Site 3 curves show also two interesting features that will have some consequences for the interpretation of other data. First, one can observe a small bump on the short range data around 5 kHz. This might be a noise effect as explained before. This indicates that, even though we eliminate the major part of the noise effects, there are still some residual problems that can lead to misunderstanding and, consequently, interpretation of data must be conducted with care. Second, because of noise effects at low frequency, some points are missing on experimental data and this can lead to a shift difference between experimental and synthetic curves and...
TABLE III
EXPERIMENTAL AND THEORETICAL CROSS-SPECTRA PHASE SLOPES (in rad/kHz)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site 2, long range (700 m)</th>
<th>Hydros.</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expe.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>7.9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>17.2</td>
<td>21.4</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>35.5</td>
<td>42.2</td>
<td>47.7</td>
<td>51.0</td>
<td>54.8</td>
<td>59.3</td>
<td>64.6</td>
<td>69.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$kd$</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7.6</td>
<td>11.6</td>
<td>16.7</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>27.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
<td>41.2</td>
<td>46.4</td>
<td>49.9</td>
<td>53.5</td>
<td>58.4</td>
<td>63.3</td>
<td>68.3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site 3, short range (30 m)</th>
<th>Hydros.</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expe.</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>32.2</td>
<td>48.3</td>
<td>68.5</td>
<td>84.9</td>
<td>111.2</td>
<td>135.8</td>
<td>160.2</td>
<td>178.3</td>
<td>193.7</td>
<td>203.7</td>
<td>222.1</td>
<td>235.4</td>
<td>251.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$kd$</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.1</td>
<td>32.3</td>
<td>48.5</td>
<td>68.7</td>
<td>85.0</td>
<td>111.4</td>
<td>135.9</td>
<td>160.4</td>
<td>178.8</td>
<td>191.0</td>
<td>203.3</td>
<td>219.7</td>
<td>236.1</td>
<td>252.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Site 3, long range (535 m)</th>
<th>Hydros.</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>6</th>
<th>7</th>
<th>8</th>
<th>9</th>
<th>10</th>
<th>11</th>
<th>12</th>
<th>13</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>15</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Expe.</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.1</td>
<td>6.6</td>
<td>10.2</td>
<td>15.3</td>
<td>19.3</td>
<td>26.2</td>
<td>33.2</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>45.8</td>
<td>49.7</td>
<td>56.2</td>
<td>58.9</td>
<td>63.7</td>
<td>69.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$kd$</td>
<td></td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>11.1</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>26.9</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>40.3</td>
<td>45.5</td>
<td>49.1</td>
<td>52.8</td>
<td>57.8</td>
<td>62.8</td>
<td>68.0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. Phases of experimental and synthetic cross-spectra for hydrophone 8 (left) and 10 (right) versus hydrophone 1 at short range for Site 2.

even between two different experimental curves. Consequently, further comparisons between experimental and synthetic data will be with “linearized” data, where the linear $kd$ behavior of the phase has been removed from the data.

In Table III, the slopes of the experimental curves (computed on their larger linear part) are compared to the corresponding values of $kd$ for Site 2 at long range and Site 3 at short and long range. For these three cases, the experimental slopes and the $kd$ values are close, the mean and the rms of the difference being always less than 1 rad/kHz.

2) Some Particular Data: From Fig. 9 Site 3 long range/low angle, it appears that the phase is linear at long range/low angles above about 600 Hz (see inset in Fig. 9). Thus, below 600 Hz, at low angles for Site 3, the cross-spectral phase is not linear indicating that a half-space approximation would not be particularly good and also that the linear phase approximation would fail. Above 600 Hz, at low angles for Site 3 the phase is linear and layering may or may not be important. Given that we know that the sediment at the interface is granular and exhibits a critical angle, it seems reasonable that above 600 Hz, the half-space assumption is acceptable.

In Fig. 10, the phases of cross-spectra for hydrophones 8 and 10 at short range for Site 2 are displayed. The phases are globally increasing with frequency and their general behavior is close to the $kd$ line. In this case, the matching between experimental and synthetic data is not very good. In particular, the experimental curves look convex while the synthetic curves look concave. This opposite behavior is particularly evident in the low frequency regime. For frequencies higher than 1.5 kHz, the shape of the phases become similar, in particular with bumps around 2400 Hz and 2800 Hz. But, even for these higher frequencies, there are differences between experimental and synthetic curves for one particular hydrophone, and moreover, these differences are not the same for another hydrophone even if this latter is close to the previous one (see the differences between the two plots on Fig. 10 for example). These differences that make these curves difficult to explain might be because of the high complexity of the seafloor on Site 2: the presence of numerous layers with some of them very thin lead to numerous acoustic paths which can be instable relative to the source-receiver angles and distance.

This complexity characteristic of Site 2 for short range data becomes simplified for long range data. The linearized phases (i.e., the real phase minus $kd$) of hydrophone 3 for Site 2 at long range are plotted on Fig. 11 (left). The overall behavior of the experimental and synthetic data are similar, showing a distinct
change in character at 1500 Hz. Above 1500 Hz, the phase is very nearly linear. The small fluctuations in the measurements are due in part to multipath interference in the sediment layers. The salient point though is that the phase is clearly dominated by $kd$, i.e., a single path.

By contrast, for frequencies below 1500 Hz, the linearized phase show several distinct $2\pi$ phase shifts. The experimental data show 3 phase shifts (one negative around 400 Hz and two positives around 800 Hz and 1200 Hz) whereas the synthetic data show two phase jumps (one negative around 800 Hz and one positive 1200 Hz). These $2\pi$ phase jumps could be because of resonances inside the sediment stack. The resonances are caused by multipath interference within a layer at the condition where $k_{j2}d = m\pi/2$, $m = 1, 3, 5 \ldots$ where $k_{j2}$ is the vertical component of the wave number in the $j^{th}$ layer. If this were the correct explanation, the $2\pi$ phase shifts should be observed in the spherical reflection coefficient. Fig. 12 does indeed show some phase shifts, however, they are not located at the same frequencies as in the experimental data. These discrepancies may be an indicator of small differences between the ground truth and the inverted geoacoustic model of the seafloor used for computing the synthetic data. In order to specifically identify which layer(s) were responsible for the resonance effects, we computed the linearized phase for Site 2: keeping the global sound speed and density profiles but removing particular layers. The first modification (Mod. 1) removed the first layer where the sound speed is lower than the sound speed in the water and the second modification made (Mod. 2) is to remove the first layer and the second one where the sound speed is higher than in the layers below. The effects of these modifications are displayed on Fig. 11 (right). The obtained linearized phase for Mod. 1 configuration is nearly identical to the original except for an overall $2\pi$ difference because of a jump at very low frequency. This result indicates that this first layer is not very important for phase shifts at these angles. The obtained linearized phase for Mod. 2 is much different. In particular, the positive $2\pi$ phase jump around 1200 Hz has disappeared. This indicates that this “fast” layer contributes to the 1200 Hz resonance for this geometry.

VI. SUMMARY

In this paper, we have presented a detailed analysis of the phase of cross-spectra of signals reflected by two different seafloors (Site 2 is multilayered with acoustic basement at 150 m and Site 3 is composed of two layers above a basement at 15 m) and recorded on a vertical array. To the authors’ knowledge, this quantity is rarely used in underwater acoustics studies whereas we have shown that it contains useful information about the seafloor structure. One important point in this analysis is the influence of noise. Due to the experimental configuration used, we only have a single realization of the signal. Thus, we defined an empirical SNR that allows us to analyse our data with a frequency mask that rejects the points with a low SNR. Indeed, low SNR leads to random phases that can lead to misinterpretations. Moreover, missing points in the frequency band lead to a shift of the phase curve. Consequently, the analysis was conducted on relative and not absolute phases. All
these considerations concerning noise effects being taken into account, the comparisons between experimental and synthetic data are satisfactory. Two main points emerge from these comparisons. First, the subbottom plays an important role. This is shown in the low angle/long range data for Site 2 (below 1500 Hz) and Site 3 (below 600 Hz). At those frequencies a half-space approximation would be inappropriate. And second, at those frequencies, the linear reflection phase approximation would be violated.

The association of 2π phase jumps in the cross-spectrum with layer resonances shown for Site 2 at long range opens the door for future work on the use of this technique to characterize fine-scale sediment structure in geoacoustic inversion methods.
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